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Saxophone 1: C.G. Conn M-16 Tenor This sax was made in 1922-23 and comes with a good case. It's serial number is H96472.; Saxophone 2: King Margaux tenor; 
This sax was custom made by SML in Paris France 1969. It's serial number is 21007. It comes with a good case.; Saxophone 3: Cannonball B Holton Alto F# This sax 
was made in approximately 1998. It comes with a good case.; Saxophone 4: Buescher Aristocrat Tenor B Flat This sax has no mouth piece. It is a great instrument for
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a beginner. It comes with a good case. ; Saxophone 5: C.G. Conn Shooting Star Tenor  This sax comes with a good case.; Saxophone 6: Buescher Alto True Tone Low Pitch This 
sax was made in Elkhart, IN. It comes with an average case.; Saxophone 7: Frank B Holton & Co Alto E# This instrument was made in Elkhart, IN. 1918-1929. I has a french 
made Martin mouthpiece. Serial number: M170883  It comes with a fair case. This is a great Blues sax.; Saxophone 8: Buescher Alto True Tone Low Pitch This instrument is 
from the 1920’s. It was made in Grand Rapids, CN, Serial number 45543. It comes with 2 mouth pieces: 1 is the original. It has a poor case; Saxophone 9: C.G. Conn Soprano 
B Flat This sax was made in 1923. It's serial number is: 168456  1119954. It comes with a fair case; Clarinet 1: Chandler This is a good sounding instrument and comes with 
a fair case.; Clarinet 2: H.N. White Co. The Gladiator This Clarinet was made in Cleveland, OH and is engraved with the name: Lincoln Jr. It comes with a fair case.; Clarinet 
3: Pedler Bass This clarinet was made in Elkhart and has no mouth piece. It comes with a fair case.; Clarinet 4: C.G.Conn Straight This clarinet was made in 1914-15 and is a 
nice instrument. It comes with a good case.; Bassoon 1: Buescher This is a good instrument with a good case.; Flute 1: Artley Nice instrument in good case.; Zither Auto Harp: 
Hartman Brothers and Reinhard - Rare This is a very rare and unique instrument. They are mainly found in museums. It is in excellent condition and comes with the original case 
and tuner. The case however is in poor condition. ; Cymbal 24" There is no name on this cymbal, but it looks like a Zildian. Big guys like this are hard to find used and expensive 
new.; Harmonica 1: Chromonica 270 This is a German made piece with case. In excellent condition.; Harmonica 2: Larry Adler Professional 16 Chromatic This is a beautiful 
piece with case in excellent condition.; Harmonica 3: Hohner John EE Professional 2016 CBH This is a different kind of chromatic harmonica for playing gig's and switching keys 
fast.; Harmonica 4: Antique 1900 Hohner sextet six sided roll-a-round This is a very rare and unique instrument. It would be great if someone would buy this to play not just to 
collect!!!; Harmonica 5: Antique Chorus 48 This is a very old, unique multi-keyed harmonica. Very hard to find. It comes with an excellent case.; Guitar 1: Gibson Vintage TG-0 
Tenor 4 string This a "The Gibson" Vintage guitar in excellent condition w/ unique strap and good case. It has an amazing sound and has been authenticated online by a Gibson 
appraiser.; Banjo Uke: The Gibson UB-1 This is a very old authentic "The Gibson" instrument made in the late 1920's. It needs work and is missing the back. It will be lovely with 
a little TLC. It comes with a good case.; Banjo 1: Bacon & Day Silverbell Plectrum 4-string This a beautiful instrument with an insignia: Clarence B. Meldrum. I comes with a fair 
case.; Banjo 2: Bacon Blue Ribbon Plectrum 5-String This a beautiful, fancy instrument. It needs strings and some minor fret board work. It comes with a good case.; Banjo 3: 
May Bell Tenor Plectrum 4-String This is a lovely banjo with a good case. There is really nice art work on the back.; Banjo 4: Bacon & Day Silver Bell Plectrum 5-String This a 
beautiful instrument that comes with a good case.; Banjo 5: Bacon & Day Seniorita 4-String This has a very fancy finger board and neck and newer remo head. It is lovely and 
comes with a poor old case.; Mandolin: Gibson 8-String This instrument was made in the 1910's. It has had a truss rod added at which time the headstock veneer was replaced. 
It is beautiful and comes with a good case.; Upright Bass 1: Kay Bass Violin M-5-8 Series 398 Full Size This is a great sounding instrument. It has been played by many of the 
best around and everyone loves it. It has pick-ups in place, comes with an excellent soft case and carrying wheels.; Upright Bass 2: Antonius Stradivarius Cremomensis facie 
bat anno 1721 COPY 3/4 size This is a lovely sounding instrument and a bit easier to manage than a full size bass. It is German made, and comes with an excellent soft case. 
It has a well repaired crack at the bottom of the neck.; Piano: 1936 Wm. Knabe and Co Baby Grand This is an amazing sounding piano with a wonderful touch and ivory keys. 
It has a dark brown flat finish and traditional styling. Serial number: 117113. It is 5'8". It is on a full roll stretcher so it is easy to move. It is the piano that Rolland and Mary Anna 
used for years to practice and record. It is musically sound, but the cabinet is along way from perfect. Some would say this gives it character. It would be perfect in a jazz or 
country bar where funky is the norm and all kinds of talent comes along to play it, or in school as a practice piano. See additional information to learn more about Wm.Knabe 
Pianos.; Organ: Mason-Hamlin Antique Parlor Organ This little organ is in near perfect condition. A real beauty. It works fine and is good fun if you have the stamina to pump and 
play. It comes with a matching stool that needs new fabric on the top.; 1953 MG TD dark green, convertible, non-running, been shedded, odometer reads 50k miles,selling as is.
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